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IDEA EXCHANGE
By LUCILLE PERELMAN, C.P.A., Charleston, West Virginia
NEED A HANDY CALCULATOR?
In spite of the fact that this is a ma
chine age, there still come times in the
accountant’s schedule when all of the ma
chines in the office are tied up or one is
caught in a client’s office without a cal
culator and a too small adding machine.
Then when one wants to multiply a great
many figures with the same multiplacand
(such as figuring percentages with recip
rocals) or dividing a great many with the
same divisor (such as figuring percentages
directly), a quickly made table will sim
plify and speed the process.
The table may be made in the follow
ing way: Take the multiplicand or divi
sor—say 28675; add it to itself; add the
first and second figures to get a third; add
the first and third to get a fourth and so
on down to the first and ninth to get the
tenth. The tenth figure should be only an
0 added to the first—286750. If it does not
prove out correctly, a short time check
ing will find the error.

“SPACE SAVER”
If yours is an office where storage space
is at a premium, consider the following
method of transferring file matter which
will nearly double your storage capacity.
Contents of file folders are removed in
order of the files and wrapped with kraft
paper in convenient-to-handle bundles.
Bundles are labeled with heavy marking
crayon and stored in transfer cases. Old file
folders are destroyed, saving nearly half the
normal storage space required. Another
good feature is that the contents are pro
tected from dust and dirt that inevitably
filters into transfer cases.
—Sarah F. Friend
Atlanta Chapter

Table
28675 — 1
57350 — 2
86025 — 3
114700 — 4
143375 — 5
172050 — 6
200725 — 7
229400 — 8
258075 — 9
286750 —10

WHEN THE CHECK SIGNING
MACHINE BREAKS DOWN
The use of check signing machines with
a signature plate for payroll checks and
other large volumes of checks has now be
come quite wide spread and is certainly
a very time-saving device—but—being a
mechanical device, it will eventually
break down at precisely the most inoppor
tune time possible. To be prepared for
this eventuality, have a rubber stamp
made which is an exact duplicate of the
signature plate. The rubber stamp should
be surrounded with all safeguards accord
ed the plate itself and used only in case
of emergency. The time saved in using
the stamp on just one payroll when the
machine is out of order will much more
than repay cost of acquiring the stamp.

Now to multiply by 4985 merely set down
the figures thusly and add:
4
114700
9
258075
8
229400
5
143375
142944875
For division use the usual process, but
a glance at the table will give the number
of times the number is contained without
any guessing or experimenting and with
no errors in multiplication.
—Pearl M. Isham, C.P.A.
Los Angeles chapter

—Mary F. Hall, C.P.A.
Washington, D. C. Chapter
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